“The best teacher never stops learning” just think about the phrase. What does phrase means to you? Admit that everyone is a teacher through actions ad sharing of knowledge. At home, from the moment you wake your children up each day you begin the teaching process. Children are continuously receiving learning stimulus and seeking knowledge from you and the environment, imitated often and directly reflected in your span of influence.

Awareness for the decision makes influence and teach those around you. Keeping an open mind allows the cycle of learning to be part of all phases of your personal and professional life.

Teacher as a profession, perceive the interactive nature of teaching and learning process directly or indirectly imprinted to you peer, pupils, children or even grandchildren. There are professional teachers out in the world today with many great lessons to share, we encourage us to do so. Do you still remember your favorite teacher of your past? If good teacher offers two or three suggestions as way to influence a choice, best teacher offers a lot of suggestions for us to realize the power behind making decisions and at the same time learning from the outcome.

Always keep the door open to learning, seek new information and interact with different people as often as you can. Be open to challenges. Take on questions in a positive manner. Watch out and soon you will discover the possibility that there may be different ways to perform, talk and solve the problem.

Despite of countless hours of teaching, individualized coaching, mentoring and facilitating, we need to embrace new innovations technologies, and practices that can improve students outcome, integrating technology with innovative instructional methods that essential to the
effectiveness of classroom teaching-learning situation and at the same time take Masteral Education which also lead in gaining knowledge that help in improving everyday teaching and boost your professional aspect.

Do not be afraid in all challenges that comes on your way likewise embrace it. Stands for Education. Continue studying. Never stop learning because life never stop teaching.
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